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�� Electronic Lab Notebooks sound like aElectronic Lab Notebooks sound like a
wonderful idea… I want one!wonderful idea… I want one!

�� …Now what?…Now what?
�� Question: what you need to make yourQuestion: what you need to make your

ELN dreams a reality?ELN dreams a reality?
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�� Making things happen - someMaking things happen - some
caveatscaveats

�� What’s special about ELNsWhat’s special about ELNs
�� Hybrid or totally Electronic?Hybrid or totally Electronic?
�� Cultural issuesCultural issues
�� Building the momentum internallyBuilding the momentum internally
�� Business justificationBusiness justification
�� Running your projectRunning your project



Making things happenMaking things happen

�� Every organization is differentEvery organization is different
•• Current driversCurrent drivers
•• HistoryHistory
•• ProcessesProcesses

�� The most important thing is to doThe most important thing is to do
what works in your organizationwhat works in your organization

�� Believe it or not, a lot of whatBelieve it or not, a lot of what
vendors do (often invisibly) isvendors do (often invisibly) is
helping you make things happenhelping you make things happen



Making things happenMaking things happen

�� Generalizations are dangerous, butGeneralizations are dangerous, but
necessarynecessary

�� These lessons from my experiencesThese lessons from my experiences
�� Mix this with your experience of yourMix this with your experience of your

organizationorganization
�� And adjust in the light of events!And adjust in the light of events!
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Paper Lab NotebooksPaper Lab Notebooks

��Since the very first “experiment”, peopleSince the very first “experiment”, people
have been recording scientific activity inhave been recording scientific activity in
Paper Lab NotebooksPaper Lab Notebooks

��A common (paper) Lab NotebookA common (paper) Lab Notebook
integrates all the different kinds of “Science”integrates all the different kinds of “Science”
in one placein one place

••Work is done by different people, supported byWork is done by different people, supported by
different systemsdifferent systems

••So the PLN forms an important (and oftenSo the PLN forms an important (and often
invisible) systems integration roleinvisible) systems integration role



Paper Lab NotebooksPaper Lab Notebooks

�� These records are used for a number ofThese records are used for a number of
purposespurposes
•• Scientific recordScientific record
•• Regulatory complianceRegulatory compliance
•• To support future patent claimsTo support future patent claims
•• Personal productivity of the scientistPersonal productivity of the scientist
•• Collaboration between scientistsCollaboration between scientists



Paper… to ElectronicPaper… to Electronic
�� Computers have become more and more a partComputers have become more and more a part

of scientific workof scientific work
•• Organizations have already purchased and deployed aOrganizations have already purchased and deployed a

significant number of other computer systems to supportsignificant number of other computer systems to support
R&DR&D

•• As a result, Paper Lab Notebooks have becomeAs a result, Paper Lab Notebooks have become
increasingly anachronisticincreasingly anachronistic

�� Most people are now looking to replace the PaperMost people are now looking to replace the Paper
Lab Notebook with an Electronic oneLab Notebook with an Electronic one
•• But any replacement mustBut any replacement must

�� Adequately perform the functions of the Paper LabAdequately perform the functions of the Paper Lab
NotebookNotebook

�� Work with the systems that are already deployedWork with the systems that are already deployed

�� This is a time of opportunity… and of threatsThis is a time of opportunity… and of threats



ELNs - OpportunitiesELNs - Opportunities
�� There are tremendous potential benefits in movingThere are tremendous potential benefits in moving
to ELNsto ELNs

•• Productivity (and happier scientists)Productivity (and happier scientists)
•• Cycle time reductionCycle time reduction
•• Better recordsBetter records

�� For scienceFor science
�� For patentingFor patenting
�� For complianceFor compliance

•• Increased collaboration, especially across departmentalIncreased collaboration, especially across departmental
and geographical boundariesand geographical boundaries

•• Efficient searching means Lab Notebooks are no longerEfficient searching means Lab Notebooks are no longer
“Write only”“Write only”

•• etc….etc….

�� In short, it’s a pretty compelling visionIn short, it’s a pretty compelling vision



ELNs - ThreatsELNs - Threats

�� The Paper Lab Notebook and associatedThe Paper Lab Notebook and associated
processes have been around for yearsprocesses have been around for years
•• Longer than all of us have been aroundLonger than all of us have been around
•• Longer than most of our companies have beenLonger than most of our companies have been

aroundaround

�� This can make it very difficult for us toThis can make it very difficult for us to
stand back and examine and understandstand back and examine and understand
what Paper Lab Notebooks actually do forwhat Paper Lab Notebooks actually do for
usus



ELNs - ThreatsELNs - Threats

�� At the very least we aren’t going to makeAt the very least we aren’t going to make
the best of the opportunity to replacethe best of the opportunity to replace
them…them…

�� …at worst…at worst
•• We won’t create adequate recordsWe won’t create adequate records
•• We will lose the “lubrication” that Paper LabWe will lose the “lubrication” that Paper Lab

Notebooks provide in a diverse scientificNotebooks provide in a diverse scientific
environmentenvironment

•• We’ll seriously mishandle the changeWe’ll seriously mishandle the change



ELNs - What to do?ELNs - What to do?
�� What to do?What to do?

•• Be aware that ELNs are different, and that you need toBe aware that ELNs are different, and that you need to
be very conscious of the special considerations thatbe very conscious of the special considerations that
applyapply

•• Attend more conferences in exotic locations!Attend more conferences in exotic locations!
•• Learn and benefit from others’ experiencesLearn and benefit from others’ experiences
•• Work with people who have done it beforeWork with people who have done it before

�� Aspects to considerAspects to consider
•• Record keepingRecord keeping
•• Technical/IT/Project ManagementTechnical/IT/Project Management
•• CommercialCommercial
•• CulturalCultural
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Hybrid or totally Electronic?Hybrid or totally Electronic?

�� “Electronic Lab Notebook”“Electronic Lab Notebook”
•• Sounds exciting (for users)Sounds exciting (for users)
•• Sounds scary (for lawyers)Sounds scary (for lawyers)

�� “Paper”“Paper”
•• Sounds boring (for users)Sounds boring (for users)
•• Sounds safe and predictable (forSounds safe and predictable (for

lawyers)lawyers)



Hybrid or totally Electronic?Hybrid or totally Electronic?
�� Electronic RecordsElectronic Records

•• Are still an evolving disciplineAre still an evolving discipline
•• In a patent situation, will be subjected toIn a patent situation, will be subjected to

adverse scrutiny, unlike other areas (e.g.adverse scrutiny, unlike other areas (e.g.
21CFR11)21CFR11)

�� Some organizations will be able to safelySome organizations will be able to safely
run an Electronic Records run an Electronic Records ProgrammeProgramme

�� Most won’tMost won’t
�� Over time, the skill level required willOver time, the skill level required will

reducereduce



Hybrid or totally Electronic?Hybrid or totally Electronic?
�� Unless you *know* you can run an ERUnless you *know* you can run an ER

programme programme safely, adopt a Hybridsafely, adopt a Hybrid
approachapproach

�� This will deliverThis will deliver
•• 90% of the benefits of ELNs90% of the benefits of ELNs
•• With minimal riskWith minimal risk

�� Over time, your dependence on paper,Over time, your dependence on paper,
and trust in Electronic Records willand trust in Electronic Records will
increaseincrease

�� Until someone asks “Why are we keepingUntil someone asks “Why are we keeping
all this paper?”all this paper?”
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The cultural issues of ELNsThe cultural issues of ELNs
�� The main obstacles to deploying ELNs areThe main obstacles to deploying ELNs are

not technical, but culturalnot technical, but cultural
�� Most companies know that ELNs can solveMost companies know that ELNs can solve

big problemsbig problems
�� Deploying them is another matterDeploying them is another matter
�� ELNs are new systems with fewELNs are new systems with few

precedentsprecedents
�� Lab Notebooks are very important toLab Notebooks are very important to

scientistsscientists
�� Scientists are unusual people to work withScientists are unusual people to work with



Scientists and their workScientists and their work
�� Your company pays scientists to do thingsYour company pays scientists to do things

differently - to innovate the way they workdifferently - to innovate the way they work
�� This will often involve a high level ofThis will often involve a high level of

expertise and involvement in the toolsexpertise and involvement in the tools
they use to support their workthey use to support their work



Influencing ScientistsInfluencing Scientists

�� Peers are the most important influence onPeers are the most important influence on
scientistsscientists

�� For a significant proportion of scientists,For a significant proportion of scientists,
their allegiance is to their art, not to yourtheir allegiance is to their art, not to your
companycompany



Scientists and ProceduresScientists and Procedures

�� Scientists will follow any procedure to theScientists will follow any procedure to the
letter - as long as it is helping themletter - as long as it is helping them

�� If the procedures need “improvement”,If the procedures need “improvement”,
they will “improve” themthey will “improve” them



Scientists and record keepingScientists and record keeping

�� The people who think the wackiest thingsThe people who think the wackiest things
�� Are the people the company needs toAre the people the company needs to

write stuff downwrite stuff down
�� But these are also the people whoseBut these are also the people whose

record keeping processes are oftenrecord keeping processes are often
“lacking”“lacking”



The Lab Notebook in theThe Lab Notebook in the
scientist’s worldscientist’s world

��Your scientists will have been using a PaperYour scientists will have been using a Paper
Lab Notebook ever since schoolLab Notebook ever since school

��Often, they aren’t really clear *why* theyOften, they aren’t really clear *why* they
use a Lab Notebookuse a Lab Notebook

��Amusing exercise - get a bunch ofAmusing exercise - get a bunch of
scientists in a room and ask them to comescientists in a room and ask them to come
up withup with

••A definition of a Lab NotebookA definition of a Lab Notebook
••A description of what purpose(s) a LabA description of what purpose(s) a Lab
Notebook servesNotebook serves



With a Paper Lab NotebookWith a Paper Lab Notebook

�� They have a high degree of privacy and controlThey have a high degree of privacy and control
over their information (because they have theover their information (because they have the
book)book)

�� They can “reconfigure” the layout of their work toThey can “reconfigure” the layout of their work to
suit the task, without too much troublesuit the task, without too much trouble

�� It’s actually a very convenient form factorIt’s actually a very convenient form factor
�� (It’s a bit of a pity that paper is increasingly hard(It’s a bit of a pity that paper is increasingly hard

to use, and indeed becoming irrelevant, into use, and indeed becoming irrelevant, in
today’s R&D environment)today’s R&D environment)



Cultural implications of ELNsCultural implications of ELNs
�� The nature of scientists, and their relationshipThe nature of scientists, and their relationship

with their existing Paper Lab Notebook processes,with their existing Paper Lab Notebook processes,
means that any effort to introduce an ELN willmeans that any effort to introduce an ELN will
have a major cultural componenthave a major cultural component

�� So, there are serious risks in deploying an ELN,So, there are serious risks in deploying an ELN,
which arise from:which arise from:
•• The nature of scientistsThe nature of scientists
•• The intimacy of Lab NotebooksThe intimacy of Lab Notebooks
•• The longevity of the existing Paper Lab NotebookThe longevity of the existing Paper Lab Notebook

processprocess
•• The wide scope of ELNsThe wide scope of ELNs

�� The strategy for selecting, evaluating andThe strategy for selecting, evaluating and
deploying an ELN is therefore crucialdeploying an ELN is therefore crucial



If you remember one thingIf you remember one thing

�� People don’t know what they wantPeople don’t know what they want
until they see ituntil they see it

�� People don’t know what they wantPeople don’t know what they want
until they see ituntil they see it

�� People don’t know what they wantPeople don’t know what they want
until they see ituntil they see it

�� People don’t know what they wantPeople don’t know what they want
until they see ituntil they see it



This meansThis means

�� When talking to users, paperWhen talking to users, paper
specifications are not a reliablespecifications are not a reliable
method of capturing the detailmethod of capturing the detail

�� High-level specifications areHigh-level specifications are
necessary and valuablenecessary and valuable

�� For the detail, get something in placeFor the detail, get something in place
as quickly and cheaply as possibleas quickly and cheaply as possible



What users will do for youWhat users will do for you

�� Tell you what’s right and wrong with yourTell you what’s right and wrong with your
proposed solutionproposed solution

�� Evangelize the project to their colleaguesEvangelize the project to their colleagues
�� Train their colleaguesTrain their colleagues
�� Feed you formal and informal costFeed you formal and informal cost

justificationsjustifications
�� Convince their immediate managementConvince their immediate management
�� Act as an internal referenceAct as an internal reference
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The importance of peopleThe importance of people
�� The most important component for theThe most important component for the

early stages is one or more enthusiastsearly stages is one or more enthusiasts
�� Later, you’ll need a project managerLater, you’ll need a project manager

•• This is the person who will lay awake at nightThis is the person who will lay awake at night
•• Their career will be affected by the outcome ofTheir career will be affected by the outcome of

the projectthe project
•• Experience not necessary but usefulExperience not necessary but useful
•• Flexibility and willingness to learn essentialFlexibility and willingness to learn essential
•• If they aren’t already well connected to theIf they aren’t already well connected to the

necessary parts of the organization, they willnecessary parts of the organization, they will
bebe



The Project ManagerThe Project Manager

�� Every project manager I have worked withEvery project manager I have worked with
has found the ELN project the mosthas found the ELN project the most
challenging and enjoyable project theychallenging and enjoyable project they
have worked onhave worked on

�� The Project Manager is the single mostThe Project Manager is the single most
important component of the project’simportant component of the project’s
successsuccess

�� (the second is probably the vendor’s(the second is probably the vendor’s
personnel and product)personnel and product)



Building the momentumBuilding the momentum

�� Early on, you need to build a “map”Early on, you need to build a “map”
of the people you need to help youof the people you need to help you

�� These will beThese will be
•• People with moneyPeople with money
•• People you need to say “Yes”People you need to say “Yes”
•• People you need not to say “No”People you need not to say “No”

�� You need to get inside everyone’sYou need to get inside everyone’s
headhead



Typical players in the gameTypical players in the game

�� ScientistsScientists
�� Scientific middle managementScientific middle management
�� Scientific senior managementScientific senior management
�� ITIT
�� Legal/PatentsLegal/Patents
�� RecordsRecords
�� RegulatoryRegulatory
�� FinanceFinance



Characterizing the playersCharacterizing the players

�� Its common to generalize about theIts common to generalize about the
different disciplinesdifferent disciplines

�� I’ve found every attitude in everyI’ve found every attitude in every
rolerole



General hints with stakeholdersGeneral hints with stakeholders

�� Make sure your Legal people know howMake sure your Legal people know how
broken the Paper process isbroken the Paper process is
•• They may be in blissful ignoranceThey may be in blissful ignorance
•• And think they are getting good recordsAnd think they are getting good records
•• Don’t get into a situation where they compareDon’t get into a situation where they compare

a “ideal” Paper notebook to an unknowna “ideal” Paper notebook to an unknown
Electronic oneElectronic one

�� Don’t spook your IT peopleDon’t spook your IT people
•• They are often under severe resource pressureThey are often under severe resource pressure
•• Find an advocate and work with themFind an advocate and work with them



UsersUsers

�� Users are keyUsers are key
�� Without a user constituencyWithout a user constituency

•• You’ll build a useless solutionYou’ll build a useless solution
•• You’ll get a negative cultural reactionYou’ll get a negative cultural reaction

�� Its always more fun initially if itsIts always more fun initially if its
skunkworksskunkworks

�� Don’t drown them in processDon’t drown them in process
ceremonyceremony
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Making your caseMaking your case
�� Intuitively, ELNs make senseIntuitively, ELNs make sense
�� But that’s not enough to get the project approvedBut that’s not enough to get the project approved

•• Unless you can find some very high level sponsorUnless you can find some very high level sponsor

�� You need toYou need to
•• Figure out the best way to frame the ELNFigure out the best way to frame the ELN

�� Be the solution to a mission critical problem (legal,Be the solution to a mission critical problem (legal,
regulatory etc.)regulatory etc.)

�� Connect to a theme (KM, Quality, Cycletime, Records)Connect to a theme (KM, Quality, Cycletime, Records)
�� Pure financial cost/benefitPure financial cost/benefit

•• Then gather evidenceThen gather evidence
�� External evidence is always niceExternal evidence is always nice
�� Nothing beats internal evidenceNothing beats internal evidence
�� Pilot is absolutely essentialPilot is absolutely essential



Typical benefits seenTypical benefits seen
�� Remove the productivity burden of PaperRemove the productivity burden of Paper

Lab NotebooksLab Notebooks
�� The contents of the ELN can be searchedThe contents of the ELN can be searched

and sharedand shared
�� Efficiency gainsEfficiency gains

•• Less re-work, because people can find workLess re-work, because people can find work
from other peoplefrom other people

•• Better workflow between functionsBetter workflow between functions
�� Cycletime reduction because process information flowCycletime reduction because process information flow

is now electronicis now electronic
�� All parties have a common view of the workAll parties have a common view of the work



Typical benefits seenTypical benefits seen

�� Collaboration can now be supportedCollaboration can now be supported
•• Across departmental boundariesAcross departmental boundaries
•• Within groups of scientistsWithin groups of scientists
•• Across time & spaceAcross time & space

�� Happier scientistsHappier scientists
•• More time on science, less time on adminMore time on science, less time on admin

�� Better records for patentsBetter records for patents
�� General KM benefits – but these are oftenGeneral KM benefits – but these are often

hard to measurehard to measure



Specific customer anecdotesSpecific customer anecdotes
�� Productivity gainsProductivity gains

•• Without factoring in the business advantage ofWithout factoring in the business advantage of
the cycletime reductionthe cycletime reduction

•• One of our customers valued this at $250 perOne of our customers valued this at $250 per
person per weekperson per week

•• CENSA estimates ~$30,000 per yearCENSA estimates ~$30,000 per year

�� R&D/Engineering/ManufacturingR&D/Engineering/Manufacturing
CollaborationCollaboration
•• Reduction in time & costs associated the theReduction in time & costs associated the the

introduction of 1 product paid for the wholeintroduction of 1 product paid for the whole
projectproject



Specific customer anecdotesSpecific customer anecdotes
�� Geography becomes less of an issue inGeography becomes less of an issue in

collaborationcollaboration
•• Reduction in travel time & costsReduction in travel time & costs
•• Increasing multi-site teamworkIncreasing multi-site teamwork
•• Expertise and capability of specific sites andExpertise and capability of specific sites and

people easily available to allpeople easily available to all

�� Cycletime reduction generally, especiallyCycletime reduction generally, especially
for interactions which cross departmentalfor interactions which cross departmental
boundariesboundaries



Why now?Why now?
�� R&D is currently crippled by the Paper LabR&D is currently crippled by the Paper Lab

Notebook processNotebook process
•• Lots of manual cut & pasteLots of manual cut & paste
•• No possibility for collaborationNo possibility for collaboration

�� Products are available in the market now, andProducts are available in the market now, and
legal issues have been resolvedlegal issues have been resolved

�� There are real concerns around mostThere are real concerns around most
organization’s Paper Lab Notebook processesorganization’s Paper Lab Notebook processes

�� The move to ELNs is a question of “When” notThe move to ELNs is a question of “When” not
“If”“If”

�� Delay only means paying the Paper Lab NotebookDelay only means paying the Paper Lab Notebook
tax for longer, with a deteriorating recordstax for longer, with a deteriorating records
processprocess



Good candidates for ELNsGood candidates for ELNs
�� Computers are used in the scientist’s workComputers are used in the scientist’s work

•• The more your current Lab Notebook consistsThe more your current Lab Notebook consists
of print outs, the bigger the instantof print outs, the bigger the instant
productivity benefitproductivity benefit

�� Large groups which need to collaborate,Large groups which need to collaborate,
often in ad-hoc waysoften in ad-hoc ways
•• With small groups (everyone in one room)With small groups (everyone in one room)

informal mechanisms keep everyone up toinformal mechanisms keep everyone up to
datedate

•• With bigger organizations, “Knowing what youWith bigger organizations, “Knowing what you
know” is a big challengeknow” is a big challenge

�� Cross-site and Cross-disciplineCross-site and Cross-discipline
collaboration importantcollaboration important
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The project: ExpectationsThe project: Expectations
�� “ELN” technology isn’t perfect“ELN” technology isn’t perfect

•• There are probably perfect ELN solutions but noThere are probably perfect ELN solutions but no
one can afford to implement themone can afford to implement them

•• Obviously software and hardware will improveObviously software and hardware will improve
over timeover time

�� We view the ELN as bringing a choice toWe view the ELN as bringing a choice to
the usersthe users
•• A Lab Notebook for the computerized worldA Lab Notebook for the computerized world
•• Expect your users to use both the Electronic LNExpect your users to use both the Electronic LN

and the Paper LNand the Paper LN
�� This is about making R&D more effective/productive,This is about making R&D more effective/productive,

whilst continuing to create good recordswhilst continuing to create good records
�� It isn’t a project to force change without clearIt isn’t a project to force change without clear

business benefitbusiness benefit



Typical user adoptionTypical user adoption
�� 40% of users will embrace the ELN with40% of users will embrace the ELN with

open armsopen arms
�� 40% of users will use the ELN to a greater40% of users will use the ELN to a greater

or lesser extent depending on the specificor lesser extent depending on the specific
project/taskproject/task

�� 20% are unlikely to ever use an ELN, due20% are unlikely to ever use an ELN, due
toto
•• The nature of their work or workingThe nature of their work or working

environmentenvironment
•• Their natural work styleTheir natural work style



Running your projectRunning your project

�� The project teamThe project team
�� PilotsPilots
�� Implementation and roll outImplementation and roll out
�� TrainingTraining
�� Long termLong term



The project teamThe project team
�� A core team, with representation from allA core team, with representation from all

essential groups, is essentialessential groups, is essential
•• Scientists (from the different departments)Scientists (from the different departments)
•• Legal, regulatory, qualityLegal, regulatory, quality
•• ITIT
•• Records ManagementRecords Management
•• ManagementManagement

�� Each group will have a particular slant on the ELNEach group will have a particular slant on the ELN
�� Each member of the project team will need toEach member of the project team will need to

“Sell” the ELN to their colleagues“Sell” the ELN to their colleagues



The need for FlexibilityThe need for Flexibility

�� You will be re-visiting some long-standingYou will be re-visiting some long-standing
assumptions about how R&D worksassumptions about how R&D works

�� Expect each member of the team  toExpect each member of the team  to
explain their perspective and understandexplain their perspective and understand
othersothers

�� Try to make sure people explain theTry to make sure people explain the
underlying principles behind requirementsunderlying principles behind requirements
not parrot the procedure of the daynot parrot the procedure of the day

�� Creativity and flexibility will be neededCreativity and flexibility will be needed



Ideal team memberIdeal team member

�� ExperiencedExperienced
�� Well connectedWell connected
�� RespectedRespected
�� FlexibleFlexible
�� CreativeCreative
�� PatientPatient



The scientists on your projectThe scientists on your project
teamteam

�� The scientists on your core team are yourThe scientists on your core team are your
best method of communicating with usersbest method of communicating with users
- cherish them- cherish them

�� You’ll get a better reception if it’s viewedYou’ll get a better reception if it’s viewed
as an R&D projectas an R&D project

If asked, the people in the pilot group shouldIf asked, the people in the pilot group should
perceive it as perceive it as theirtheir  project that has assistanceproject that has assistance
from IT, but not an IT project (and the ITfrom IT, but not an IT project (and the IT
people in this project are so much more helpfulpeople in this project are so much more helpful
than in other projects, and are actuallythan in other projects, and are actually
interested in what happens in research) -interested in what happens in research) - a a
pilot team memberpilot team member



Scientists and problemsScientists and problems

�� Scientists are also very good atScientists are also very good at
solving problemssolving problems

�� These problem solving skills don’tThese problem solving skills don’t
evaporate just because its “Aevaporate just because its “A
computer system”computer system”

�� When a difficulty comes up, askWhen a difficulty comes up, ask
them to help you find a solution -them to help you find a solution -
you’ll be glad you didyou’ll be glad you did



Running the projectRunning the project
�� Involve people from outside researchInvolve people from outside research

•• Product development cycle is a good place forProduct development cycle is a good place for
cycle-time winscycle-time wins

•• Once manufacturing are demanding access,Once manufacturing are demanding access,
you’re in a good positionyou’re in a good position
�� Although this will bring problemsAlthough this will bring problems
�� But they are the problems of successBut they are the problems of success

�� Avoid getting captured by special interestsAvoid getting captured by special interests
•• Have a keen awareness of how many potentialHave a keen awareness of how many potential

users an individual representsusers an individual represents



Running the projectRunning the project
�� Sometimes, having an external personSometimes, having an external person

involved helps the cultural issuesinvolved helps the cultural issues
�� The most important thingsThe most important things

•• Stay flexible and expect surprises - you willStay flexible and expect surprises - you will
learn new thingslearn new things

•• Involve every group that will be affected by anInvolve every group that will be affected by an
ELNELN

•• Stick close to the usersStick close to the users
�� Opinion “on the street” will be the majorOpinion “on the street” will be the major

determinant of your project’s successdeterminant of your project’s success
�� Collect and respond to user feedbackCollect and respond to user feedback



The project: PilotsThe project: Pilots
�� Pilots are a “safe” first step towards deploymentPilots are a “safe” first step towards deployment

•• They provide compelling internal evidence (referenceThey provide compelling internal evidence (reference
material only goes so far)material only goes so far)

•• They don’t involve dramatic upheaval or costsThey don’t involve dramatic upheaval or costs

�� You can see how a system would be used for realYou can see how a system would be used for real
and whether it would deliver desired benefitsand whether it would deliver desired benefits

�� Pilots provide a real system for your lawyers toPilots provide a real system for your lawyers to
inspect and approveinspect and approve

�� OutcomesOutcomes
•• Detailed evidence to make the case internallyDetailed evidence to make the case internally

�� Based on your organizations experienceBased on your organizations experience

•• Understanding of what ELNs mean in your organizationUnderstanding of what ELNs mean in your organization
•• Understanding of what you’ll need to do to go liveUnderstanding of what you’ll need to do to go live
•• Skills required to rollout the ELNSkills required to rollout the ELN



Implementation and Roll OutImplementation and Roll Out
�� Divide your scientists into groups, withDivide your scientists into groups, with

like toolsets and work practiceslike toolsets and work practices
�� Profile each group and do a gap analysisProfile each group and do a gap analysis

of your existing abilities of your existing abilities vsvs. their needs,. their needs,
making sure the ELN works well with othermaking sure the ELN works well with other
key IT systemskey IT systems

�� Start with the easiest group first and workStart with the easiest group first and work
down the list. Expect the first group(s) todown the list. Expect the first group(s) to
take significant time.take significant time.



Adoption should be voluntaryAdoption should be voluntary

�� Ideally, at least until you have the majority ofIdeally, at least until you have the majority of
your users on boardyour users on board

�� This forces you to make sure you are deliveringThis forces you to make sure you are delivering
genuine value to the business, and won’t lull yougenuine value to the business, and won’t lull you
into a false sense of securityinto a false sense of security

�� If they don’t want to use it, the reason is anIf they don’t want to use it, the reason is an
opportunity to improve the systemopportunity to improve the system

�� Work with human nature: provide incentives, notWork with human nature: provide incentives, not
rulesrules

�� Work with your scientists’ natural communicationWork with your scientists’ natural communication
mechanismsmechanisms

�� Avoid standard internal PR; word of mouth is farAvoid standard internal PR; word of mouth is far
more powerfulmore powerful



TrainingTraining

�� A large part of “How to use the ELN” isA large part of “How to use the ELN” is
really “How we will use the ELN in ourreally “How we will use the ELN in our
work, with our tools”work, with our tools”

�� Training is most effective when given byTraining is most effective when given by
scientists, to scientistsscientists, to scientists

�� Scientists are busy people and seldomScientists are busy people and seldom
have time for ceremony (the “Toddlerhave time for ceremony (the “Toddler
principle”)principle”)



TrainingTraining

�� Train the core team in the ELNTrain the core team in the ELN
�� Core team members develop customized trainingCore team members develop customized training

for their specific areafor their specific area
�� This training is most often delivered in the labThis training is most often delivered in the lab

itselfitself
�� Keep training sessions to 20 minutes or soKeep training sessions to 20 minutes or so
�� For our ELNsFor our ELNs

•• Initial training ~15 minutesInitial training ~15 minutes
•• One follow-up session of about 15 minutesOne follow-up session of about 15 minutes
•• User fully integrates the ELN into their work within 4-6User fully integrates the ELN into their work within 4-6

weeksweeks



Long termLong term
�� Your business requirements will changeYour business requirements will change
�� The technical environment will evolveThe technical environment will evolve
�� Custom and practice will developCustom and practice will develop
�� Your comfort with Electronic Records willYour comfort with Electronic Records will

improveimprove

�� Expect to evolve your ELN to deal withExpect to evolve your ELN to deal with
these changesthese changes

�� Make sure your project, sponsors, andMake sure your project, sponsors, and
solution can gracefully deal with evolutionsolution can gracefully deal with evolution



Misconceptions & deathMisconceptions & death
magnetsmagnets

�� Sharing and ownershipSharing and ownership
�� ELNs and other initiativesELNs and other initiatives
�� Beware enthusiastic, unconsciousBeware enthusiastic, unconscious

adoption of regulationsadoption of regulations
�� Existing processesExisting processes
�� “Technology” as saviour“Technology” as saviour



Sharing and ownership…Sharing and ownership…
�� Scientists, by nature, share their work inScientists, by nature, share their work in

progress with only a small group ofprogress with only a small group of
collaborators - typically the people they lunchcollaborators - typically the people they lunch
withwith

�� Some scientists aren’t ready to share theirSome scientists aren’t ready to share their
information with everyoneinformation with everyone

Although scientists claim they embrace theAlthough scientists claim they embrace the
electronic age, deep in every scientist there is anelectronic age, deep in every scientist there is an
alchemist clutching a lab book in their grubby littlealchemist clutching a lab book in their grubby little
hands screaming “Me, Mine”hands screaming “Me, Mine”

    - a scientist on one of our project teams    - a scientist on one of our project teams



ImplicationImplication

�� The scientist needs to have at least asThe scientist needs to have at least as
much control and autonomy in an ELN asmuch control and autonomy in an ELN as
they do with their Paper LNthey do with their Paper LN

�� They need to be able to have someThey need to be able to have some
influence over who can see what, and toinfluence over who can see what, and to
keep things privatekeep things private

�� Otherwise you’ll only get things after theyOtherwise you’ll only get things after they
are tidy and provenare tidy and proven



ELNs and other initiativesELNs and other initiatives
�� There can be a temptation to use the introductionThere can be a temptation to use the introduction

of an ELN as an opportunity to do other thingsof an ELN as an opportunity to do other things
•• Improve record keepingImprove record keeping
•• Introduce a new way of measuring and managing peopleIntroduce a new way of measuring and managing people

�� This seriously increases the risk of your ELNThis seriously increases the risk of your ELN
project failingproject failing
•• People’s perceptions of the ELN will get mixed up withPeople’s perceptions of the ELN will get mixed up with

their feelings about the other changetheir feelings about the other change
•• It will make what’s going on with the ELN less visibleIt will make what’s going on with the ELN less visible

because there’s another variable at workbecause there’s another variable at work

�� ImplicationImplication
•• If you want a successful ELN project, resist theIf you want a successful ELN project, resist the

temptation to “piggy-back” other initiatives ;-)temptation to “piggy-back” other initiatives ;-)



“Technology” as saviour“Technology” as saviour
�� When confronted with hard, novelWhen confronted with hard, novel

problems, “Technology” can often appearproblems, “Technology” can often appear
to be a saviourto be a saviour

�� Vendors will position their tool as solvingVendors will position their tool as solving
all sorts of problemsall sorts of problems

�� Unfortunately, life is rarely that simple,Unfortunately, life is rarely that simple,
and technology often comes withand technology often comes with
problems of its ownproblems of its own



“Technology” as “Technology” as savioursaviour
�� For example, “Digital Signatures” are goodFor example, “Digital Signatures” are good

solutions, but need to be implemented with care,solutions, but need to be implemented with care,
and their quality depends primarily on yourand their quality depends primarily on your
proceduresprocedures
•• “Whoever thinks his problem can be solved using“Whoever thinks his problem can be solved using

cryptography, doesn’t understand his problem andcryptography, doesn’t understand his problem and
doesn’t understand cryptography”” - Rogerdoesn’t understand cryptography”” - Roger
Needham/Butler LampsonNeedham/Butler Lampson

�� ImplicationsImplications
•• Keep it simpleKeep it simple
•• You cannot abdicate responsibility to a particularYou cannot abdicate responsibility to a particular

technical solution or vendortechnical solution or vendor
•• Be prepared (and able) to get into detail. Do not acceptBe prepared (and able) to get into detail. Do not accept

things at face value.things at face value.



ConclusionConclusion

�� Paper lab notebooks are a long-standing artefactPaper lab notebooks are a long-standing artefact
in your organisationin your organisation

�� Be sensitive to cultural issuesBe sensitive to cultural issues
�� Keep stakeholders on sideKeep stakeholders on side
�� Initially, adopt a hybrid record keeping approachInitially, adopt a hybrid record keeping approach

unless you really know what you are doingunless you really know what you are doing
�� Be prepared to evolve your lab notebook overBe prepared to evolve your lab notebook over

timetime
�� Pilots are an important first step, both forPilots are an important first step, both for

planning and detailed business caseplanning and detailed business case



DISCUSSION
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Notebook Stages
� Overcoming tradition

• How is “change” viewed?

� Current lab notebook practices
• Manual entry with pen and ink
• Computer with cut and paste

� Exploring ELN options
• Hybrid notebook system
• Advanced ELN



Key ELN Considerations

� Internal
• Cultural
• Political
• Resource Assessment
• Long-term Expectations
• Technical capabilities
• Organization’s risk

environment

� External
• Competitive Issues
• Legal issues
• Available technology

options



Building the Business Case
� Develop a detailed business

assessment:
• As seen through the eyes of notebook

users and stakeholders
� Legal, records, R&D, scientists, etc.

• Recognize obstacles and resolutions
• Identify potential solutions

� Formulate a business strategy
� Establish Milestones
� Create Evaluation Criteria



Building the Corporate Team:
� Focus on notebook users

• Their complaints, expectations, etc.
• Accomplishing a user “buy-in”

� Focus on management
• Are they “cost” or “result” driven?
• Do they understand the issues?

� Technology Risks/Benefits/Costs

� Focus on stakeholders
• IP/Patent issues
• Records management

� Focus on suppliers
• Are they in tune with “your” goals, not just

their product?



Develop a Benefit Assessment:
Shared Expectations

� Improve scientific output
� Guaranteed long-term record

availability
� Increase scientific collaboration and

cross-referencing
� Eliminate redundant research
� Improve notebook integrity
� Protect intellectual property



Minimizing Internal Opposition
� Expectations of Key Beneficiaries

• Scientific Users
• Records & Archiving
• Intellectual Property
• Management
• Business Unit
• Functional Area

� Corporate ELN Strategies
• Start now or wait for “The Perfect Risk-free

System”
• How far before getting approval?
• Who must approve ELN project?



Importance of a “Champion”

�� Function: takes control and drivesFunction: takes control and drives
the process forwardthe process forward

�� Requirements:Requirements:
•• A visionary/believer in ELNA visionary/believer in ELN
•• Possesses sufficient organizationalPossesses sufficient organizational

powerpower
•• Controls/influences funding for projectsControls/influences funding for projects
•• Capable/experienced in making thingsCapable/experienced in making things

happenhappen



The BMS CaseThe BMS Case
�� First ELN application-adoption ofFirst ELN application-adoption of

unbound unbound LNBsLNBs to eliminate cutting to eliminate cutting
and pastingand pasting
•• e.g. e-data printed on secure paper ande.g. e-data printed on secure paper and

stored in bindersstored in binders
•• Initial buy-in from specific researchInitial buy-in from specific research

groupgroup
•• Favorable opinion from patent attorneyFavorable opinion from patent attorney
•• desire to implement by records groupdesire to implement by records group

representativerepresentative



The Experience
� Over a year from presentation to

beta testing
� Causes of the delay

• Lack of a suitable champion
• Researchers had numerous other

objectives and concerns
• Attorney favorable but not a process

driver
• Records group enthusiastic but without

sufficient power/influence



The Results
� Favorable experience by beta test

group
� Evolving awareness of ELN options by

other research departments
� Gradual implementation by osmosis
� Current status

• Formation of multidisciplinary ELN team
• Still no consensus champion



Internal Preparations
� Notebook Pilot Team Meetings

• Establish Core Team (Stakeholders)
• Formalize the Pilot Process
• Keep Decision-makers in Loop

� Approve Final Requirements
• Communicate Additional Requirements
• Find High Level Decision-maker/s as the

ELN Champion/s with budget to spend



 Identifying Supplier/s
� Review Notebook Expectations

• Interview Prospective Suppliers
• Discuss “Must” and “Should”

Requirements
• Request for Information (RFI)
• Evaluate Responses
• Determine Short List

� Single source supplier
� Multiple source suppliers



Selecting Supplier/s
� Understands notebook requirements
� Offers viable products
� Knowledgeable sales staff
� Staff easy to work with
� Proven willingness and ability to work with

other suppliers
� Systems integration expertise
� History of good product support
� Provides product references
� Conducts a “successful” product

demonstration



Initiating the Pilot Process
� Select Solution/s to Pursue
� Establish and Maintain Effective

Communications with Management
and Participants

� Outline Expectations for Defining the
Process

� Develop Pilot Plan With Supplier



Launching the Pilot
� Internal Preparations Performed by

Core Team
• Select key members, including scientists,

IP,IT, records management
• Identify notebook pilot manager
• Finalize hardware requirements
• Understand software requirements
• Constantly review goals and measure

progress toward



Bureaucratic Process

� Budget Financial Resources
� Finalize Agreement between Supplier

and Company
• Management Review
• Legal Review
• IT Review



Concurrent Activities
� Software Installation
� Training

• Train System Administrator
• Train the End Users

� Actual Notebook Pilot
• 3 month Period

� Continue to Evaluate Performance
• Milestones & Measurements
• Adjustments



Results
� Review Notebook Trial Results

• Supplier/Product Evaluation
• Internal Evaluation

� Users
� System Administration
� Management

� Communicate Results-Written
• Internal
• External



Continuous Evaluation
� Determine & Assess Results

• Review Successes
• Admit Failures and Adjust
• Ascertain Next Steps

� Re-evaluate Initial Business Case
� Embrace Evolutionary Development
� Continue involvement of high level

“champion”



DISCUSSION


